1. Introduction. Many of the boundary value problems arising in applied mathematics are given on unbounded domains. Examples include the problems of fluid flow and wave propagation in channels or past bodies. The numerical solution of these problems, however, requires a finite domain. In this paper, we develop a theory for the exact reduction of a boundary value problem for a partial differential equation on an unbounded cylindrical domain to a problem on a bounded domain. That is, an "artifical" boundary is introduced and the proper boundary condition to be imposed there is derived. In other works, [8] and [9] , we use our theory to solve nonlinear problems of both elliptic and parabolic type.
For ordinary differential equations, exact reduction theories have been developed by many authors: de Hoog and Weiss [5] , Keller and Lentini [11] , Jepson and Keller [10] and Markowich [12] . Few works on artificial boundary conditions for partial differential equations, on the other hand, have discussed exact conditions. An exception is the paper of Gustafsson and Kreiss [6] , where the form of the proper conditions for a general hyperbolic problem is derived. They go on to find representations of the exact conditions in various simple cases for problems of both hyperbolic and elliptic type.
We illustrate the derivation of exact conditions with the following example" Given certain assumptions on the boundary condition, (1.3b), the set of eigenfunctions, (Yn), is complete in that subspace of L2 (2) 
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the definitions of A(;f), '(-) and Up(X) combined with the linearity of (2.1).
If we assume that there exists a projection operator, Q(-), into sO(r), we can rewrite (2.10)" (I-Q(z))(Uo-U(Z))=O.
In particular, the boundary condition, (2.6c), can be replaced by: (2.6c') (I-Q('r))w('r) (I-Q('r))Up('r).
We emphasize that up(x) can be any particular solution. 3. Solvability of the finite problem. In this section we assume that solutions to the homogeneous Cauchy problems: Assuming that the homogeneous problem has a dichotomy in the tail and that _(x) coincides with the admissible space, '(x), it is possible to write down an integral expression for a particular solution, up(x) which is valid whenever IIf(x)ll is integrable; (3.9) 1,1p(X)'--S(x,p;A)Q(p)f(p)dp-S(x,p;A)(I-Q(p))f(p)dp.
(The validity of (2.9a) follows from the direct differentiation of (3 .9) (3.10) (I-Q(r))0() S(,r,p)(I-Q(p))f(p)dp.
Extending the dichotomy to the entire interval, we now can prove an existence theorem for the finite boundary value problem (2.6). +(x)=S(x,r;A)(I-Q(r))Up(r)+ S(x,p;A)(I-Q(p))f(p)dp. 
We write 0 (x) in the form:
The integral term again exists by the definition of Q so that this representation is valid for any solution of (3.15a). By (3.15c) and (3.8c) we have: IIBoll-_<Ko.
Then we have, directly estimating (3.13) and (3.16) and using the fact that Q(0)0_(0)= o_(o), (3.18) II,0(x) II=<K_(x,0)lloll+ max IIf(x)II K_(x,p)dp
+ max IIf(x)ll K+(x,p)dp+K-(x,O)Kq, Ko K+(0,p)dp
Equation (3.18) allows us to estimate the errors caused by approximations to Q() and up(C). Suppose we solve the following finite problem instead of (2.6)" Ile(x) ll<= (N+e'+-)+N_e--K,KoN+e-'+')llA(,r) ].
That is, the large part of the error decays exponentially off the artificial boundary. 4 . Problems with constant tails. In this section we restrict ourselves to problems which are autonomous in x for x sufficiently large. That is, we assume there exists such that:
A(x)=-A, x>_,.
We also require that the constant coefficient problem in the tail be separable. coupled with the appropriate boundary conditions. This is the eigenvalue problem associated with the Laplace transform in x of the equation in the tail. We note that in practice it is the reduced eigenvalue problem, (4.9), which we suggest be solved to obtain the boundary conditions. The reduction to first order form is made in an effort to simplify the theory. The use of (4.9) to derive boundary conditions was first suggested by Gustafsson and Kreiss [6] .
The completeness of the eigenfunctions of A oo depends on the completeness of the eigenfunctions of (4.9) . This (5.4) (I-Q(z)),(r)= S(,p;A)(I-Q(p))B(p)o(p)dp. f, S(r,p;A)(i_Q(p))B(p)v(p;o)dp.
Hence, whenever (5.6) is valid, we can find, for any 0 s'(r), a unique element, o(r; o), of (). A projector into () is given implicitly by (5.7):
(5.8) Q(r)=Q(z)-dpS(,p;A)(I-Q(p))B(p)o(p; Q(z)). 
+ _ x For both cases, the assumptions on B allow us to make the right-hand sides arbitrarily small by choosing sufficiently large, completing the proof.
The contraction mapping solution of (5.5) leads to a natural iterative procedure for the approximation of v(x; 0) and, ultimately, of the operator Q. We let:
Then, by the contraction estimates:
We define our nth approximation to A(), Q(")(), by: 
Expansions of a particular solution can be derived in a similar .manner. Let u (x) be any particular solution of the unperturbed problem. Then, a solution of the integral equation" x u(x)=u(x)+ 4k S(x,p)Q(p)B(p)u(p)dp S(x,p)(I-Q(p))B(p)u(p)dp is a particular solution of the perturbed problem. Given the inequality (5.6), a unique bounded solution of (5.20) 
One approach to the solution of (6.1) or (6.2) would be Newton's method. Then, the theory of the preceding sections could be applied at each stage of the iteration. We, however, choose to work directly with (6.2), deriving exact boundary conditions which can be approximated by the methods of {}5.
We generalize the notion of an admissible set (Definition 2.5) to be applicable to (6.2) . Note that it is no longer an affine subset of .C entral to our analysis is the behavior of solutions to the linearized problem in the tail:
Treating the nonlinearity, R(v), as an inhomogeneous term leads to the following equations for v, which are analogous to (5.4) and (5.5); (6.4) (I-Q(r))o(-) f S(r,p;F(u))(I-Q(p))R(o(p))dp; (6.5) v(x)=S(x,;F,(u))Q(r)v()+ S(x,p;F,(u))Q(p)R(v(p))dp fx S(x,p;Fu(u))(I-Qo(P))R(v(p))dP.
Here, Q projects into the admissible space of the linearized problem (6.3). As in the linear case, the condition that (6.4) and (6.5) be simultaneously solvable is viewed as a condition for the admissibility of v(r). S(x,p;F,(uoo))Qo(p)(R(Ul)-R(u2))dp x>'r S(x,p;F,,(uo))(I-Qo(p))(R(Ul)-R(uv_))dp rll Ul U2 II, g < 1. (p;o) )dp.
The n th approximation to the boundary condition is, then, given by" (6.8) (I-Qo(z))v(z)= foo dpS(,p;F,(u))(i_Qo(p))R(v(n)(p; Qo(.) v(.)))"
Error estimates follow as in the linear case and will be proportional to which, in turn, we expect to be proportional to [[v(') [[ "+2. Note that R will often be given as an expansion: We take as many terms in this expansion when evaluating the integrals as is consistent with the number of terms in (6.7) we intend to retain.
Assume now that the linearized operator, F,(uo ), has a complete spectrum. Then, in order to satisfy part (a) of assumption (6.6) , it is necessary to assume that there is an exponential dichotomy. From (6.9) we derive the following representation of R(v) in terms of the eigenfunctions of Fu(uo )" The quadratic approximation to this condition is used in a numerical computation by the authors in [8] .
